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QUESTION 1

A company requires importing more than 1000 images at once regularly. During the import process, the Author instance
becomes very slow or unresponsive. 

What should a developer do to avoid this result? 

A. Reduce the number of renditions generated for images. 

B. Increase the memory and use a multi-core CPU for the instance. 

C. Set up a dedicated processing instance for asset ingestion. 

D. Limit the concurrent authors allowed on the author instance. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://community.adobe.com/t5/photoshop-elements/elements-9-organizer-only-imports-onefolder-at-a-
time/m-p/3144080?page=3 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has a wide selection of products and each product has multiple associated images in the DAM. Authors
want to search for all images for few products by their product ID at the same time in the asset search. Which change
would you recommend to make the search easier? 

A. In DAM Similarity Search Service, add an entry of product ID and search using the omnisearch box. 

B. Add product ID in the Elevate for search keywords for all products, using omnisearch box to search. 

C. Using the GQL full-text search feature, specify product ID in the metadata keyword in the search panel. 

D. Create a multi value property predicate on the asset admin search rail to target product ID. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-65/assets/using/searchassets.html 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the difference between the Process Thumbnails and Create Thumbnail workflow steps. 

A. The Create Thumbnail step only creates thumbnail renditions for an asset, while the Process Thumbnails step can
also create a folder thumbnail and web enabled renditions. 

B. The Create Thumbnail step only creates thumbnail renditions for a single asset, while the Process Thumbnails step
can create thumbnail renditions for multiple assets. 

C. The Create Thumbnail step only creates a single thumbnail rendition, while the Process Thumbnails step can create
multiple thumbnails of different sizes. 
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D. The Create Thumbnail step allows the workflow author to configure the mime type of the generated thumbnail
rendition, while the Process Thumbnails step does not. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

The following is an OSGi configuration of the DAM Safe Binary Filter: 

What is the result when an AEM Author uploads an HTML file to the DAM? 

A. The author is not allowed to download the HTML file from the DAM. 

B. The author is not able to view the HTML file that was uploaded to the DAM. 

C. The author is not allowed to upload the HTML file to the DAM and receives a \\'Restricted File\\' error. 

D. The author is not able to edit the metadata of the HTML file. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer writes the following code to programmatically copy an existing asset to another folder in the DAM: 

After executing this code, the developer receives the following exception: javax.jcr.PathNotFoundException 

What caused this issue? 

A. The user lacks CREATE permission to the path /content/dam/projectB 

B. The path /content/dam/projectB does not exist 

C. The user lacks READ permission to the asset in /content/dam/projectA 

D. The asset in /content/dam/projectA/asset.jpg does not exist 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://experienceleaguecommunities.adobe.com/t5/adobe-experience-manager/ assetmanager-copyasset-
method-not-working/qaq-p/209732 
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